THE TOBACCO CONTROL (AMENDMENT) REGULATIONS, 2019

The Tobacco Control (Amendment) Regulations are intended to allow for the sole use of the sixteen health messages and images contained in the CARICOM Regional Organisation for Standards and Quality database instead of the twenty-four health messages and images contained in Schedule 1 of the Tobacco Control Regulations, 2013.
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REGULATIONS

Made under section 38(1) of the Tobacco Control Act and subject to Affirmative Resolution of Parliament

THE TOBACCO CONTROL (AMENDMENT) REGULATIONS, 2019

Citation

1. These Regulations may be cited as the Tobacco Control (Amendment) Regulations, 2019.

Interpretation Chap. 30:04

2. In these Regulations, “the Regulations” means the Tobacco Control Regulations, 2013.

Regulation 6 amended

3. Regulation 6 of the Regulations is amended in subregulations (1) and (2) by deleting the word “twelve” and substituting the word “eight”.

Schedule 1 repealed and substituted

4. Schedule 1 of the Regulations is repealed and the following Schedule is substituted:

“Schedule 1 (Regulation 6)

Health Messages
WARNING
Smoking Causes LUNG CANCER
Brand

WARNING
SMOKING can CAUSE your DEATH from LUNG CANCER
Brand

WARNING
Smoking causes SLOW and PAINFUL DEATH
Brand

WARNING
Smoking causes SLOW and PAINFUL DEATH from Cancer and other Diseases
Brand
Dated this 29th day of May, 2019.
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Affirmed by the House of Representative this 25th day of , 2019.
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Affirmed by the Senate this 25th day of , 2019.
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